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In a few weeks my term as NAPIA
president will conclude. After serving for ten years as a director and
officer, it seems like the past twelve
months have flown by. In fact the
entire ten years have flown by.
This year is the second consecutive quiet year as no negative
legislation against our industry was
passed in any state. This is no doubt
due to the many hours spent by our
officers, staff, legal counsel and
government consultant furthering
our relationship with the National
Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC), confronting the
unauthorized practice of public
adjusting (UPPA) and other situations harmful to the adjusting
process, promoting the public
adjusting profession and being a
resource to other organizations
around the country.
In March we made our presence
known at the NAIC meeting in
Milwaukee. Joining me there were
First Vice President Greg Raab,
NAPIA Counsel Brian Goodman,
Esq. and NAIC Liaison Ann Frohman, Esq. We met with numerous
commissioners and staff who seemed to be open to what we had to
say about appraisals, assignments
of benefits, licensing, UPPA and
other topics of concern to public
adjusters. At this meeting, the
NAIC formally adopted three

bulletins for use by state regulators
to educate consumers, contractors, carriers and others about
public adjusting services and to
raise awareness of UPPA. These
bulletins are the result of NAPIA’s
two year partnering with the NAIC’s
Public Adjuster Working Group.
These bulletins are available for
use by NAPIA members and we
will be reaching out to members
later this year to assist with having
these bulletins specifically tailored
to each state.
It’s also been another busy year for
our general counsel. In addition to
his participation with the Public
Adjusters Working Group, Brian
Goodman was tasked with writing
a white paper on UPPA which has
been shared with many interested
parties including state commissioners, attorneys generals, industry
lobbyists groups and other interested parties. His firm was authorized to prepare amicus briefs in
response to several important
cases involving UPPA, the right to
contract with insureds, and challenges about the qualifications and
bias of appraisers that could affect
our industry for years to come.
While none of these cases have
been decided yet, NAPIA will
continue to be actively involved
and update membership when
decisions are known.
Ann Frohman continues her
success with NAPIA as she too
was instrumental in getting the
PAWG bulletins passed. She also
spearheads NAPIA’s Quick Strike
Team (QST) initiative launched
last year and recently coordinated
a series of QST conference calls.
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Additionally, she was responsible
for the appearance of state insurance department representatives
at our two meetings this year –
Louisiana Commissioner Jim
Donelon who attended the December board of directors meeting in
New Orleans, and Pennsylvania
Deputy Commissioner Seth Mendelsohn who will speak at the
Annual Meeting in Hershey. Her
other work on our behalf with
regulators and legislators behind
the scenes has been varied and
effective.
The job of NAPIA president would
be overwhelming without the support of the many officers, directors,
past presidents, committees,
counsel and staff. These individuals
have provided the time, dedication
and intelligence needed to keep
our association viable and focused
and to keep our industry growing
as a profession. I thank each and
every one of you.
I also want to thank my wife Ruth
for her assurance and motivation
as I tended to the business of
NAPIA. I’ll always remember her
inspired performance during my
induction ceremony, which helped
launch my year with enthusiasm
and optimism.
And finally, I want to recognize
NAPIA members at large for their
input (both supportive and critical)
as well their involvement at our
events. I hope to see many of you
in June at The Hotel Hershey
where I will help install our next
president. It has been my privilege
to serve in that role for the past
year.

NAPIA RETURNS TO HERSHEY,
PENNSYLVANIA
The Hotel Hershey in Hershey,
PA, was the site of the 1996
NAPIA Annual Meeting. Twentytwo years later the association will
once more hold its premier event
at the AAA, Four Diamond property.
The June 13-16, 2018 NAPIA
Annual Meeting offers a complete
schedule of education (worth seven
continuing education credits for
public adjusters in 20 states), an
address by the Pennsylvania
Deputy Insurance Commissioner,
association business sessions,
meetings of the NAPIA Quick Strike
Teams, and multiple receptions and
dinners. Optional activities include
the annual golf tournament, nearby
Hersheypark, Hershey's Chocolate
World and more.
For more information about the
Annual Meeting, including details
on room reservations and convention registration, click here or visit
www.napia.com.
FUTURE MEETING
SITES & DATES
ANNUAL MEETING
The Hotel Hershey
Hershey, PA
June 13-16, 2018
FIRST PARTY CLAIMS
CONFERENCE
Crowne Plaza Hotel
Warwick, RI
October 15-17, 2018
MID-YEAR MEETING
Westin Savannah Resort & Spa
Savannah, GA
November 29-December 1, 2018
FPCC WEST
Marina del Ray, CA
March 2019
ANNUAL MEETING
Silverado Resort & Spa
Napa, CA
June 12-15, 2019

NOTICE OF PROPOSED
AMENDMENT TO THE NAPIA
CONSTITUTION & BYLAWS
An amendment to Article VI, Section 1 of the NAPIA Constitution
& Bylaws has been submitted for
a vote by the membership during
the June 13-16, 2018 Annual
Meeting at The Hotel Hershey in
Hershey, PA.
The purpose of the amendment
is to clarify the eligibility of public
adjuster applicants for membership by replacing "full time" with
"licensed."
The current bylaw reads:
ARTICLE VI
MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. Individuals, firms and
corporations who, or which, act
as public insurance adjusters, as
previously defined in Article V, on
a full time and professional basis,
and who are qualified and entitled to act in such capacity under
the laws of the state in which they
are engaged, and who fulfill all of
the other requirements of the Association, shall be eligible for membership. The Executive Committee,
in addition to the powers conferred
on said Committee by Article XIII,
Section 1, is authorized to formulate
and adopt rules and regulations
concerning requirements for and
admission to membership, subject
to the preceding requirements
aforesaid.
The amended bylaw reads:
ARTICLE VI
MEMBERSHIP
Section 1. Individuals, firms and
corporations who, or which, act
as public insurance adjusters, as
previously defined in Article V, on
a licensed and professional basis,
and who are qualified and entitled
to act in such capacity under the
laws of the state in which they are
Continued on page 5
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NEW & PENDING MEMBERS
New Public Adjusting Firms
ANRS & Company, Inc.
Schaumburg, IL
(R) Sang Le
Bram Browder Public Adjusters
Dallas, TX
(R) Bram Browder
Cleveland Adjusters
Lakewood, OH
(R) Andrew Kobak
Emanuel F Mejia, P.A.
Wayne, IL
(R) Emanuel F Mejia
Friday Claims Service
Bossier City, LA
(R) Justin Friday
HWD Adjusting Company
Culver City, CA
(R) Harold Dickens
Pending Public Adjusting Firms
HoustonFlood.Claims
Friendswood, TX
(R) Jim Munchbach
Insurance Claims 911
Destin, FL
(R) Matthew Vanderford

IN SYMPATHY
We regret to announce the
passing of the following NAPIA
family members:
Fayne Knox, co-founder of Andrew
K. Knox & Company in Toms River,
NJ, passed away April 24, 2018 in
Dallas, TX. She was preceded in
death by her husband Andrew K.
Knox. Mrs. Knox is the mother of
NAPIA Past President Leslie
Knox, SPPA and grandmother of
NAPIA Director Andrew M. Knox.
Robert Kelley died February 20,
2018. He is the father of Diana
Papa (wife of NAPIA Past President Ron Papa, SPPA) and
grandfather of NAPIA Vice
President Jodie Papa, National
Fire Adjustment Company, Inc. in
Amherst, NY.
2018 NAPIA ANNUAL MEETING
SPONSORS & EXHIBITORS
We appreciate the following valued
vendors for their support of the
2018 NAPIA Annual Meeting:


National Adjusters
Fort Myers Beach, FL
(R) Bryan Thomas

American Policyholder
Association



Claims Force

National Insurance Adjustment
Akron, PA
(R) Andrew Weaver



Claimside



ClaimWizard



Parker Public Adjusting
Golden Valley, MN
(R) Sarah Parker

CompanyCam



Continental Machinery Co.



Gauthier Houghtaling

Revere Public Adjusters
McKinney, TX
(R) Brian Revere



Kramon & Graham P.A.



Lerner, Arnold & Winston



Merlin Law Group



United Policyholders



Wilkofsky, Friedman, Karel &
Cummins



Williams & Gumbiner LLP

New Affiliate Members
Catherine Creager, Esq.
Coles, Baldwin, Kaiser & Creager
Fairfield, CT
Dennis Malecki, Esq.
Bolhouse, Hofstee & McLean
Grandville, MI
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DONATE TO THE WILL
GOODMAN FOUNDATION
AND THE PAUL CORDISH
MEMORIAL FOUNDATION
Named after William Goodman,
the first president and founding
father of NAPIA, the Will Goodman Foundation was created to
serve as a resource for public
adjuster education and training.
The Paul Cordish Memorial
Foundation was established in
memory of NAPIA Executive
Director and Counsel Paul L.
Cordish, Esq. The Foundation
funds an award for students at
the University of Maryland School
of Law who compete in a writing
competition addressing matters
related to public adjusting.
Contributions made to in the name
of a loved one or colleague will
be acknowledged with a letter to
the deceased’s family. Donations
are tax deductible.
Checks are payable to the Will
Goodman Foundation or the
Paul Cordish Memorial Foundation and can be mailed to:
NAPIA
21165 Whitfield Place, #105
Potomac Falls, VA 20165
To make a donation by credit
card, contact NAPIA at 703433-9217 or info@napia.com.
RECENT DONATIONS MADE IN
MEMORY OF THE DEPARTED
Donations were made to the Will
Goodman Foundation as follows:
 Drew & Chris Lucurell, Adjusters
International Corp., in memory
of Merle Schwenk.


Drew & Chris Lucurell, Adjusters
International Corp., in memory
of Robert Kelley.

 Drew & Chris Lucurell, Adjusters
International Corp., in memory
of Fayne Knox.

Bylaws Amendment from page 2

engaged, and who fulfill all of the
other requirements of the Association, shall be eligible for membership. The Executive Committee,
in addition to the powers conferred
on said Committee by Article XIII,
Section 1, is authorized to formulate
and adopt rules and regulations
concerning requirements for and
admission to membership, subject
to the preceding requirements
aforesaid.
NAPIA LEADERS CONSULT
WITH INSURANCE INDUSTRY
LEADERS AND REGULATORS
IN MILWAUKEE
The leadership of the National
Association of Public Insurance
Adjusters met with insurance
regulators at the March 24-28,
2018 meeting of the National
Association of Insurance
Commissioners (NAIC) in
Milwaukee, Wisconsin. NAPIA
President Jeff Gould, CPA; First

Vice President Greg Raab;
General Counsel Brian Goodman, Esq., and NAIC Liaison Ann
Frohman, Esq. held positive discussions with State Insurance
Commissioners from Arkansas,
Florida, Nebraska, Puerto Rico
and Virginia, along with staff from
Montana, New Jersey and Washington State. We are pleased to
report insurance regulators are
receptive to NAPIA agenda items.
Among matters discussed were
appraisals, legislation, assignment of benefits, licensing and
the unauthorized practice of
public adjusting (UPPA). NAPIA
is very encouraged that insurance
regulators continue to look to our
organization as the leader in the
profession.
While in Milwaukee, the NAIC
formally adopted three bulletins
for state insurance regulators to
use to educate the public about
public adjusting services. NAPIA
had been instrumental in the
development of the bulletins over
the last 18 months through par-

ticipation on the NAIC Public
Adjuster Working Group. One
bulletin is targeted for consumers,
explaining the functions and services offered by licensed public
adjusters. A second bulletin is
targeted for insurer use, to assist
them in explaining the role of public
adjusters and distinguishing public
adjusters from independent or
company adjusters. The third
bulletin is for contractors which
will prove helpful to contractors
needing information on when a
public adjuster license is required.
NAPIA is working with insurance
departments to consider adopting
these bulletins for their social
media outlets.
NAPIA members can download
the bulletins by clicking here
(members must log in and click
on "NAIC Approved Bulletins"
under Members Only).
Need to find a member, plan for
a NAPIA event or see breaking
news? Visit www.napia.com.
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COUNSEL’S
CORNER
Brian S.
Goodman, Esq.

"It was the best of times; it was
the worst of times"
Charles Dickens' famous words
to begin the epic novel A Tale of
Two Cities can fairly summarize
the recent twelve month period
for NAPIA.
It was the best of times …
I am delighted to report that we
have had no adverse or problematic legislative events that occurred
during the recently concluded State
Legislative Sessions. There was
one potential problem in Virginia,
but our excellent lawyer/lobbyist
in that state was able to have the
potentially adverse Bill pulled, and
we are well positioned to negotiate a reasonable compromise
with the sponsors of the Bill next
year. No other state had any
legislation introduced that was in
any way negative for the public
adjusting profession during the
past twelve months. I have not
been able to write those words in
many, many years.
It was the worst of times …
However, we have legal challenges
in a number of states which we are
trying to handle in the best way
possible for NAPIA and the public
adjusting profession. In Texas, we
are currently involved in a case
before the Texas Supreme Court
involving UPPA, or the unauthorized practice of public adjusting.
This is a case that is ancillary to
the Lon Smith case, in which we
prevailed a few years ago in the
5th Circuit Court of Appeals, and
we feel that we have briefed this
issue well again and believe that
the Texas Supreme Court will
rule appropriately in the matter.
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In Colorado, we are involved in
writing an amicus brief in the case
of Owners Insurance vs. Dakota
Station. This case has wide ranging
ramifications for public adjusters
and the appraisal process nationwide. The insured won this case
at the trial level and at the intermediate appellant court, but the
Supreme Court of Colorado took
cert on the issue dealing with the
qualifications and bias of appraisers in the process. At the time of
this writing, we are working on
our amicus brief in support of the
insured in this case. We have secured very good local counsel and
are working diligently to protect
public adjusting, truly nationally,
in this matter.
Additionally, there is a new
insurance policy issued by an
insurer in one state which would
ostensibly cancel an insured for
signing a contract with a public
adjuster. We believe this to be
against public policy and unconscionable on its face. We are just
beginning work to eradicate this
particular policy provision, and
we will keep all NAPIA members
posted on our progress.
I want to thank the officers and
directors for what has been a
very productive year. I look forward to seeing many of you at
the Annual Meeting in June.

REGISTRATION IS NOW OPEN
FOR FPCC 2018
Over the past nine years, the
First Party Claims Conference
(FPCC) has issued approximately
18,500 CE credits to more than
1,500 adjusters through courses
led by nearly 400 instructors …
and the 10th year promises to
build upon this well regarded
tradition of excellence.
Whether you are a past participant or are new to the FPCC
experience, you are encouraged
to join your peers October 15-17,
2018 in Warwick (Providence), RI
to help celebrate ten years of
quality education for adjusters.
Visit http://firstpartyclaims.com/
for more information.
To sign up for the conference click
on Conference Registration.
To sponsor and/or exhibit, click
on Sponsor and Exhibitor
Information.
Questions? Contact FPCC at
info@firstpartyclaims.com or call
703-433-2520.

Attendees are served education and CE credits with their breakfast at FPCC

NAPIA public adjusters, attorneys and
other insurance professionals share
their expertise last March at the 2018
FPCC West in Marina del Rey, CA.
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